DIRECTIONS TO BASLER AG

By Bus and Rail

1. Take the RE10 (RE80/RB81) rail line to Ahrensburg. Switch to the 169 bus (Direction: “Gewerbegebiet /Bf. Ahrensburg”), and exit at the An der Strusbek (Mitte) stop. Continue along the street in the direction of traffic. You will reach Basler’s building in approx. 5 minutes.

2. Take the RE10 (RB81) rail line to Ahrensburg-Gartenholz. Take the 469 bus (Direction: “U Ahrensburg West”) to the An der Strusbek (Mitte) stop. Continue along the street opposite the direction of traffic. You will reach Basler’s building in approx. 5 minutes.

Please pay special attention to the departure times for the buses. The line is only operated at peak times (6-9 am, 3-8 pm).

Alternatively, you can ride to Ahrensburg-Gartenholz and walk the last 15 minutes. To do so, leave the station in the direction of the bus stop and follow the street. At the end of the street turn right onto „Kornkamp.“ Then take the first street on the left, „Ewige Weide.“ Follow the street until the T-junction, then turn left onto „An der Strusbek.“ You’ll find the Basler building at the end of the street.

3. Take Subway Line U1 to Ahrensburg West station. Switch to the 469 bus (Direction: “Gewerbegebiet /Bf. Gartenholz”), and exit at the An der Strusbek (Mitte) stop. Continue along the street in the direction of traffic. You will reach Basler’s building in approx. 5 minutes.

Please pay special attention to the departure times for the buses. The line is only operated at peak times (6-9 am, 3-8 pm).

Download driving directions.

By Car

From North/South on the A1 autobahn:
Take autobahn exit Ahrensburg (28) and drive on the Ostring beltway (L224) toward the business park “Gewerbegebiet Nord”. Turn left at the second traffic light onto “Kurt-Fischer-Strasse” and then take the first street to the right: “An der Strusbek.” Follow the long curve to the left, then stay on the road until it ends. You’ll see the Basler building there.

Another option is the B75 from Hamburg or Bad Oldesloe.